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As technology scales, thermal management for multicore architectures becomes a critical challenge due to
increasing power density. Existing power budgeting techniques focus on maximizing performance under a
given power budget by optimizing the core configurations. In multicore era, a chip-wide power budget, however, is not sufficient to ensure thermal constraints because the thermal sustainable power capacity varies
with different threading strategies and core configurations. In this article, we propose two models to dynamically estimate the thermal sustainable power capacity in homogeneous multicore systems: uniform power
model and nonuniform power model. These two models convert the thermal effect of threading strategies
and core configurations into power capacity, which provide a context-based core power capacity for power
budgeting. Based on these models, we introduce a power budgeting framework aiming to improve the performance within thermal constraints, named as TSocket. Compared to the chip-wide power budgeting solution,
TSocket shows 19% average performance improvement for the PARSEC benchmarks in single program scenario and up to 11% performance improvement in multiprogram scenario. The performance improvement is
achieved by reducing thermal violations and exploring thermal headrooms.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the increasing transistor density, power dissipation of chips is growing rapidly.
Power and thermal have become the major limiting factors of performance optimization
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in multicore processors [Esmaeilzadeh et al. 2012; Henkel et al. 2015; Shafique et al.
2015a, 2015b]. Power and thermal management therefore is critical in microprocessors.
With dynamic threading [Chadha et al. 2012] (i.e., changing thread number in runtime) and dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) [Kim and Horowitz 2002; Kim
et al. 2008], the computing resources in the processor can be dynamically configured
according to the application characteristics, so as to improve the performance or energy
efficiency under a fixed chip-wide power budget [Chadha et al. 2012; Cochran et al.
2011]. In this article, we define the chip power capacity as the thermal sustainable
power limit of a chip without thermal violations. This chip power capacity, however, is
varying with the active core configurations in the processor. When the power capacity
is less than the fixed chip power budget, thermal violations may happen, and the
performance will be degraded due to thermal throttling. Alternatively, when the power
capacity is larger than the fixed chip power budget, thermal headroom is wasted which
can be used to boost the performance. The efficiency of the power budgeting techniques,
therefore, is limited by the fixed chip-wide power budget. To solve this limitation, a
thermal safe power (TSP) model is proposed by Pagani et al. [2014] to calculate the
core power capacity for different active core mappings. In TSP, the power capacity is
based on the steady state temperatures. The core power capacity however is greatly
impacted by the dynamic temperature of the cores. Without considering the transient
temperature effect, TSP may either cause thermal violations [Pagani et al. 2014] or
waste thermal headrooms. To avoid thermal violations, the author of TSP proposed
an adjustment procedure based on offline iterations, however, the limitation on the
thermal headroom wasting is still not solved.
Existing thermal-power management schemes can predict the power capacity based
on thermal headroom estimations [AMD 2012; Bartolini et al. 2011, 2013; Totem et al.
2012; Wang et al. 2011; Zhou et al. 2008]. In these schemes, the temperature and
power information of the cores at a certain time point is used to predict the power
capacities of the cores for the next time interval. The thermal headroom is utilized and
the temperature of a chip is managed to avoid thermal violations. Even though the
power capacity obtained from the thermal headroom is accurate, it may not result in
performance improvement, since it does not consider the characteristics of the applications. The application characteristics are dynamically changing, such that the thread
number optimized for the current phase may be inefficient for the next phase.
In viewing the limitations of this power budgeting and thermal management techniques, we propose two concise and accurate models to correlate the relationship between power capacity and thermal constraints. With these models, the thermal sustainable power capacity of each core can be determined for different threading strategies,
and the power budgeting works [Cochran et al. 2011; Isci et al. 2006] can select the
thermally safe core configurations to improve the performance. Overall, we make the
following contributions in this article.
—We observe that the thermal-sustainable power capacity is varying with different
dynamic threading strategies. We formulate the thermal coupling effect of these
threading strategies in a quantitative way.
—We propose two thermal sustainable power capacity models for homogeneous multicore systems, which dynamically convert the thermal constraints into power capacities for different threading strategies.
—Based on these models, we introduce a framework, TSocket, which bridges the thermal constraints and the power budgeting techniques to enhance performance. Experimental results demonstrate that TSocket can effectively avoid thermal violations
and outperform the chip-wide power budget approach by 19% on average for single
program scenario and up to 11% for multiprogram scenario.
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The rest of this article is organized as follows. The background and motivation are
described in Section 2. The details of the proposed models are illustrated in Section 3
and the implementation of the TSocket framework is explained in Section 4. The
corresponding experimental setup and results are provided in Section 5, followed by
the conclusions in Section 6.
2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we first present the background on power budgeting with a discussion
on the thermal effect of threading and frequency boosting on the power capacity. We
then discuss the thermal control mechanism based on thermal headroom estimations.
2.1. Power Budgeting Based on Power-Performance Model

Most prior work focuses on maximizing performance or energy efficiency within a
power budget by selecting a proper core configuration according to the application
features [Meng et al. 2008]. The application feature is usually characterized with
two dimensions: frequency sensitivity and thread number sensitivity. It is shown in
Rangan et al. [2011] that memory intensive applications are not as sensitive to frequency as computing intensive applications, and the threading impact on performance
is not straightforward due to the synchronization penalty among threads. After characterizing the power performance relationship of frequency boosting and threading,
a proper core configuration can be determined. DVFS and power-gating/clock-gating
techniques are utilized to configure the computing cores and ensure the total power
consumption is below the power limit [Isci et al. 2006; Ma and Wang 2012]. An additional application control knob, thread packing, is applied by Cochran et al. [2011] to
address the power budgeting issue for multithreaded applications.
These performance optimization algorithms properly determine the relationship between power limit and performance, however, they are not aware of the thermal impact
on the chips since they are using a fixed power budget. Compared to power limit, thermal constraint is more critical, which should not be violated to avoid significant performance penalty or chip damage. In some cases, thermal violations would occur even
though the chip power is constrained within the limit. The limitation of traditional
power budgeting method which ignores the thermal effect of threading and frequency
boosting is further described in this article.
2.1.1. Thermal Effect of Threading on Power Capacity. The thermal effect of threading can
be illustrated in Figure 1. In this figure, the X axis is the number of active cores in
a sixteen-core system, and the active cores are distributed in a worst manner from
thermal perspective (i.e., active cores are next to each other resulting large thermal coupling). The power capacities in this figure are obtained with HotSpot simulations [Huang et al. 2006]. In the HotSpot simulations, we sweep the power of the
active cores from low to high. During a specific time period, once the peak chip temperature reaches the temperature limit, the corresponding core power is set as the core
power capacity and the corresponding chip power is the chip power capacity, which
are represented by the green line and blue line, respectively. The dotted line is the
static chip power budget. When fewer cores are active, the budget is limited by the
highest voltage/frequency settings of the cores. When more cores are active, the budget
is limited by the thermal design power (TDP). Due to the thermal coupling effect, the
power capacity of an active core is varying with different number of active cores, and
the power capacity of the chip is not fixed. When the power capacity is larger than the
static power budget, thermal headrooms are wasted which can be used to improve the
performance. When the power capacity is lower than the static power budget, thermal
violation may occur.
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Fig. 1. Power capacity varies with active core number.

Fig. 2. Same chip power results in different chip temperatures.

2.1.2. Thermal Effect of Frequency Boosting on Power Capacity. The thermal effect of frequency boosting is illustrated with an example of a dual-core chip, in which the core
size is 4mm*4mm. As shown in Figure 2, the power of core1, power of core2, and the
peak chip temperature are denoted by the red line, blue line, and black line, respectively. In this example, the temperature limit is 80◦ C. Initially, the peak temperature of
the chip is about 78◦ C. When the power of core1 is raised up by 45% by increasing the
frequency/voltage, the normal power capping strategy cuts down the frequency/voltage
of core2 so as to retain the chip power under a certain constraint. As a result, the peak
temperature of the chip is increased by 8% and violates the thermal constraint. The
chip temperature therefore not only depends on the total chip power, but also depends
on the power distribution among the cores. In another word, the thermal sustained
chip power capacity is impacted by the power distribution among the cores, as shown
in Figure 3. When the power of core1 is boosted from 62W to 72W, the power of core2
needs to be reduced by 30W to avoid thermal violation, resulting in a lower chip power
capacity.
ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. 21, No. 2, Article 29, Pub. date: January 2016.
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Fig. 3. Power capacity with different core power allocations.

2.2. Thermal Control Based on Thermal Headroom Estimation

Thermal control schemes focus on ensuring thermal constraints by controlling chip
power [Bartolini et al. 2011; Elfadel et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2009]. Prior work correlates the relationship between power and thermal headroom, and uses a feedback
control loop or model-predictive controller (MPC) to allocate power in adapting to temperature. Product processors have these models implemented in firmware to ensure
chip temperature below a limit, such as bidirectional application power management
(BAPM) in AMD processors [AMD 2012] and Turbo-Boost technology in Intel processors [Totem et al. 2012].
Thermal control methods work well in solving thermal capping problems in processors with a small number of cores. This type of power management only considers the
thermal headroom and ignores the application characteristics. The obtained power allocation solution, therefore, may not be performance or energy efficient if the solution
is not aligned with the demands of the applications.
To demonstrate that application demand is varying among different applications and
in different execution phases, three applications (vips, streamcluster, and swaptions)
are examined on a 16-core processor with different core configurations (we assume one
core hosts one thread). The detailed experimental setup is introduced in Session 5. The
thread number with which the chip has the highest throughput is shown in Figure 4.
The X axis is the execution intervals, and the Y axis is the thread number. The execution
interval is defined such that a similar number of instructions are executed in each
interval. It is shown in the figure that the thread number of streamcluster changes
rapidly, while the thread number of swaptions changes slowly. Previous thermal-control
techniques can only perform the power management for a settled core configuration,
and cannot provide the power capacity of other configurations which can be used by
the power budgeting techniques to improve the performance.
To summarize, prior power budgeting work considers the application characteristics
during computing resource allocation but is not thermal aware, making the solutions
risky and sometimes inefficient. Existing thermal control methods can estimate the
power capacity at an existing core configuration, but can not provide power capacity
of other core configurations which can be explored for performance improvement. To
address the thermal effect of frequency boosting and threading, a thermal-sustainable
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Fig. 4. Thread number of applications which yields highest throughput.

power capacity model therefore is needed, which can be integrated with power budgeting techniques to improve performance. The power model needs to be sufficiently
concise to reduce the overhead penalty during the power capacity calculation. The
power capacities for different core configurations need to be determined in an ignorable
time period compared to the program execution window. The power model also needs
to be sufficiently accurate to prevent thermal violations and avoid thermal headroom
wasting.
3. THERMAL SUSTAINABLE POWER CAPACITY MODEL

In this section, we first focus on uniform power distribution scenario where all active
cores are assumed to run in the same working status and consume the same power.
The thermal coupling effect is formulated based on active core allocation, and the
relationship between the thermal constraints and power capacity is analyzed. Based
on this analysis, a thermal constrained power capacity model is developed. Then we
develop a second model for nonuniform power distribution scenario where the active
cores can have different power statuses and temperatures. Finally, we introduce a
thermal sustainable-power budgeting framework - TSocket. For ease of analysis, we
assume the active core distribution is determined by the threading strategy, that is,
each active core hosts a single thread and the idle cores are power gated.
3.1. Uniform Power Distribution

3.1.1. Distribution Factor. The core power capacity is highly dependent on the distribution of active cores. When there are fewer active cores in a chip and these cores are
distributed sparsely, the power capacity of the active core is larger. Alternatively, when
there are more active cores and the active cores are allocated close to each other, the
power capacity of the active core is smaller.
We use a metric DisFc (Distribution Factor) to quantify the thermal coupling effect with different active core distributions. This factor is determined by the largest
thermal-effect region size (TS) of active regions in the chip, and can be expressed as

DisFc =

max

1<=i<=numr

{TSi },

(1)
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Fig. 6. Distance between active regions.

where numr is the number of active regions and the TSi is the TS of active region i.
The active region with the largest TS determines the peak temperature on the chip.
The definition of active regions and thermal-effect region size is as follows.
An active region is defined as a rectangle area formed by active cores. For a given
active core distribution, there may be more than one possible active region clustering
methods. In this case, the clustering method which results in the largest active region
is selected. Taking Figure 5(a) as an example, there are three active cores: core1, core6,
and core13, each of which forms an active region. In Figure 5(b), there are three active
regions: the first region consists of core1 and core2, the second region consists of core5,
and the third region consists of core11, core12, core15, and core16.
The distance between two cores is the Manhattan distance from the center of one
core to the center of the other core. For ease of analysis, this distance is normalized to
the core edge length in this article. The distance between two active regions is defined
as the minimum distance from a core in one region to a core in the other region. An
example of region distance calculation is illustrated in Figure 6. In this figure, the dark
blue region is Region 1. The numbers in the neighboring cores represent the distances
between Region 1 and the corresponding cores.
Thermal effect size of a region is the combination of its own size and the coupling
impact from other active regions. The thermal coupling effect is determined by both
the size and the distance between the active regions. TSi therefore can be expressed as
TSi =

num
r

S j /Di, j ,

(2)

j=1

where S j is the number of cores in region j, and Di, j is the distance between region i
and region j. The distance of a region to itself is defined as 1, that is, Di,i = 1. Taking
Figure 5(b) for example, TS2 (for the region which consists of core5) can be obtained
as: TS2 = S1 /D1,2 + S2 /D2,2 + S3 /D3,2 = 2/1 + 1/1 + 4/3 = 4.33. Following the same
rule, TS1 = 4.33, and TS3 = 5. Therefore, the DisFc in this scenario is 5. Larger DisFc
implies smaller power capacity.
3.1.2. Power Capacity Estimation. After characterizing the distribution factor DisFc , we
analyze the relationship between DisFc and the power capacity of active core (Pcore ) under thermal constraint (Tlimit ). Pcore is obtained from HotSpot simulations as described
in Section 2.1.1. The Pcore with different DisFc is shown in Figure 7. The relationship between DisFc and Pcore is characterized with curve fitting method, and can be
described as

Pcore = −C1 ∗ ln(DisFc ) + C2 ,

(3)

where C1 and C2 are fitting parameters.
3.1.3. Impact of Chip Temperature. In the derivation of expression (3), a fixed initial temperature of 60◦ C is used in the HotSpot simulations. Note that this initial temperature
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Fig. 7. Active core power capacity for different DisFc .

Fig. 8. Impact of chip temperature on Pcore (core size is 8mm*8mm).

Fig. 9. Correlation between gradient (G) and DisFc .

is referred to as the temperature on the silicon layer. Due to thermal diffusion, the
initial temperatures at other nodes in the chip (such as TIM and heat-spreader) are
different. The temperatures are decreasing along the thermal diffusion path from silicon to ambient. To capture this behavior, the “-init file” option is used in the HotSpot
simulation, and the temperatures for the thermal nodes in different layers are scaled,
that is, 60◦ C is used in silicon layer, and lower initial temperatures are used in TIM,
heat spreader, and heat sink layers. The scaling parameters are estimated with steady
state HotSpot simulations with typical power input. In reality, the chip temperature
is dynamically changing, which will affect the power capacity of the cores. To evaluate
this chip temperature impact on Pcore , we apply different initial temperatures in the
HotSpot simulations, and the results are shown in Figure 8. In this figure, different
curves are corresponding to the scenarios with different DisFc . It can be seen that
the Pcore is decreasing approximately linearly with increasing chip temperature. The
gradient of the curve is denoted as G, and G also changes with DisFc . The relationship
between G and DisFc is shown in Figure 9. With curve fitting, G can be expressed as
G = −G1 ∗ ln(DisFc ) + G2 ,

(4)
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Fig. 10. Impact of simulation time window on power capacity.

where G1 and G2 are fitting parameters. By including the dynamic temperature impact,
expression (3) can be rewritten as
Pcore = Pre f − T ∗ G
= −C1 ∗ ln(DisFc ) + C2 − T ∗ G
= (G1 T − C1 ) ln(DisFc ) + C2 − G2 T ,

(5)

where T , which is the temperature difference between the chip temperature and
a reference temperature (Tre f ). Pre f is the core power capacity at Tre f . From expression (5), it can be seen that DisFc and T are thermal related factors which change
dynamically, while the four coefficients (G1 , G2 , C1 , and C2 ) are fixed during the run
time.
3.1.4. Impact of the Simulation Time Window . Thermal diffusion in the chip is a transient
process. When a power resource is injected into a core, the temperature in the chip
will change with time and finally reach a steady state. The power capacity obtained
from the HotSpot, therefore, is a function of the simulation time window. The longer
the time window, the smaller the power capacity. We validate this phenomenon by
running the simulation with time intervals of 1ms, 10ms, and 100ms, respectively. The
core power capacities for different time windows and different active core numbers
(assume the worst distribution from thermal perspective) are shown in Figure 10. It
can be seen from the figure that when the time window increases from 1ms to 100ms,
the core power capacity decreases significantly, especially for cases with more active
cores. When the time window is 1ms, the core power capacity is not sensitive to the
active core numbers, since the thermal coupling effect is not significant in such a short
period. When the time window increases to 100ms, the heat generated in one core
has sufficient time to diffuse to neighboring cores, therefore, the core power capacity
decreases with increasing number of active cores. In practice, this time window length
is determined by the monitor-actuation time of the thermal control mechanisms (e.g.,
BAPM [AMD 2012]).
3.1.5. Impact of Other System Features. Some features of a chip system stay fixed during
the life time, such as thermal capacity/conductivity of the package, cooling methods,
chip area, and thermal constraint of the system. Some environmental features may vary
slowly, such as the ambient temperature and cooling fan speed. All of these features
ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. 21, No. 2, Article 29, Pub. date: January 2016.
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Fig. 11. Impact of temperature and core size on calibration coefficients, core size is 8mm*8mm.

will impact the power model, and their impacts are reflected in the fitting parameters.
Temperature limit and core size are used as examples to illustrate the impacts of these
factors. The common temperature limit is about 85◦ C for civil chips, and 125◦ C for
military chips. We analyze the power capacity under different temperature limits,
ranging from 65◦ C to 105◦ C. As shown in Figure 11, the coefficients C1 and C2 are
both approximately linear with the temperature limit. In this article, we use a tighter
temperature threshold of 70◦ C [Wang et al. 2011]. The impact of core size on the model
is also illustrated in Figure 11. It can be seen that C1 and C2 are approximately linear
with core sizes as well. When other fixed feature changes, such as the cooling solution,
the model coefficients will change accordingly.
3.1.6. Model Accuracy. The accuracy of expression (5) is illustrated in Figure 12. The X
axis is the actual power capacity obtained from HotSpot simulation, and the Y axis is
the power capacity predicted by expression (5). The average error is about 5.8%. Note
that thermal violation may occur when over-estimation happens, that is, predicted
power capacity is larger than the actual power capacity. According to the results, the
chance of overestimation is 11%, and the largest over-estimation error is only 2%. Since
the difference between two neighboring power states of active core is around 20%, an
overestimation of 2% usually will not affect the power state selection. The possibility
of incurring thermal violation with this power capacity prediction, therefore, is low.
Consequently, the model can identify the power capacity accurately and conservatively
most of the time. The fitting parameters G1 , G2 , C1 , and C2 are related to time window
length and fixed chip features, such as package cooling capability, Tlimit , ambient temperature Tamb, and core size. To improve the model accuracy, these fitting parameters
need to be calibrated after the chip is fabricated. The detailed steps to determine these
coefficients are provided in Section 4.
3.2. Nonuniform Power Distribution

In practice, it is very common that the power of each active core is different in a
multicore system, especially when multiple programs are simultaneously executed.
When some cores have less power demand, the power budget saved in these cores can
be applied to the cores with higher power demand. This feature, however, cannot be
ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. 21, No. 2, Article 29, Pub. date: January 2016.
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Fig. 12. Accuracy of the proposed power capacity model for uniform power distributions (16-core system
with core size 8mm×8mm).

Fig. 13. Simplified thermal model of a 16-core system.

captured by the previously proposed uniform power capacity model, resulting in power
budget wasting. Furthermore, this model is derived intuitively, lacking physical theory
support. To address these drawbacks, a more reasonable power model is derived in this
section which is suitable for nonuniform power distribution scenarios.
A simplified thermal model of a 16-core system is shown in Figure 13. The horizontal
thermal resistance between two neighboring cores is Rh and the vertical thermal resistance from the silicon core to ambient is Rv . The thermal capacitance of each core is C.
When core i is active with input power Pi , the heat will be conveyed out to the ambient
through the RC network. There are two paths for the heat dissipation. One path is
from the active core to the ambient directly through Rv . In the other path, the heat is
transferred from the active core to the neighboring cores through Rh, and then from the
neighboring cores to the ambient. The temperature difference between core i and the
ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. 21, No. 2, Article 29, Pub. date: January 2016.
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ambient is denoted as Ti . For a regular chip, the first heat dissipation path is dominant,
then if the impacts of other cores are ignored, the temperature component due to core
i itself can be expressed in the frequency domain as
Ti,i (s) ≈

Pi (s)Rv
,
1 + Rv Cs

(6)

where s is the complex frequency. With a step power input, the zero state response in
time domain is

t
Pi t
Pi 
Ti,i zs (t) ≈
1 − e Rv C ≈
.
(7)
C
Rv C 2
With an initial temperature Tinit i , the zero input response is




t
t
≈ Tinit i 1 −
.
Ti,i zi (t) ≈ Tinit i exp −
Rv C
Rv C

(8)

The temperature at core i due to the power and initial temperature of itself, therefore,
is the summation of Ti,i zs and Ti,i zi :


t
t
Tinit i
Ti,i (t) =
Pi + 1 −
Rv C 2
Rv C
(9)
= α Pi + γ Tinit i ,
where α and γ are functions of t, Rv , and C.
To model the thermal coupling effect, we need to solve the temperature at core i due
to the input power and/or initial temperature at core j. The thermal diffusion in a chip
follows an exponential trend with the distance [Huang et al. 2006]. The temperature
at core i induced by core j, therefore, is assumed to be
Ti, j (t) = α Pj exp(βdi j ) + γ Tinit j exp(di j ),

(10)

where di j is the normalized distance between core i and core j; β and  are parameters to account for the thermal diffusion effect. From the superposition principle, the
temperature of core i within a multicore system can be expressed as
Ti (t) =

N



α Pj exp(βdi j ) + γ Tinit j exp(di j )
j=1

N
N






r j exp(βdi j ) + γ
Tinit j exp(di j ) ,
= α P0
j=1

(11)

j=1

where N is the number of cores in the system, and r j is the power of core j normalized
to a reference core power P0 . From expression (11), P0 can be expressed as


Ti (t) − γ N
j=1 Tinit j exp(di j )
P0 =
.
(12)


α N
j=1 r j exp(βdi j )
When the temperature at core i reaches Tlimit at the end of the time window, the
corresponding P0 is the power capacity reference determined by core i, and can be
expressed as


Tlimit − Tamb − γ N
j=1 Tinit j exp(di j )
.
(13)
P0 i =


α N
j=1 r j exp(βdi j )
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Fig. 14. Accuracy of the proposed power capacity model for nonuniform power distributions (16-core system
with core size 3.65mm×3.65mm).

From expression (13), each core determines a core power capacity reference. To make
sure all the core temperature is below Tlimit , the minimum value of P0 i is adopted as
the core power capacity reference of the chip P0 c . The power capacity of core j therefore
is
Pcore j = r j P0 c = r j min(P0 i ), 1 <= i <= N.

(14)

From this derivation, it can be seen that, the core power capacity is related to initial
temperature of cores, time window length, core power ratios (r j ), temperature limit,
and other fixed features of the system. The power capacity is calculated with this model
for various core configurations, including core temperatures, active core numbers, and
core power ratios. The accuracy of this model is illustrated in Figure 14. The maximum
error is 1.8%, and the average error is only 0.7%, which is lower than the uniform model
presented in Section 3.1. This improvement of accuracy, however, is obtained with the
price of additional hardware overhead, which will be explained in Section 5.
3.3. TSocket

Based on the power capacity model described here, we propose a framework, TSocket,
to ensure thermal constraints and meanwhile maximize the performance. TSocket is
the vital nexus between thermal control and performance optimization. Rather than
a fixed chip-wide power budget, TSocket power budgeting technique uses the “context
core power budget” based on power capacity estimation under different threading
strategies.
The TSocket framework is illustrated in Figure 15(b), as compared with the traditional chip-wide power budgeting shown in Figure 15(a). In both these two frameworks,
the performance-power model is responsible for identifying the thread and frequency
sensitivity of the applications and estimating the performance and power of different core configurations (active core number and distribution, frequency and voltage
of active cores). Example performance-power models can be found in Li and Martinez
[2006] and Su et al. [2014]. Based on power capacity of the chip and/or cores, the
core configuration with the highest performance while satisfying the power capacity is
selected for the next execution phase. In the traditional power budgeting, the power
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Fig. 15. Power management frameworks. (a) Baseline: chip-wide power budgeting; (b) TSocket: thermal
aware power budgeting.

capacity is chip-wide and fixed, which may result in unsafe and inefficient core configurations as discussed in previous sections. While in TSocket, the core level power
capacity can be quickly calculated with the proposed models for different configurations
so that the thermal headroom of the cores are fully utilized to improve performance.
For example, more threads are preferable for thread-sensitive applications, however,
the power capacity of cores decreases with increasing number of active cores due to
thermal coupling. Therefore, more threads (active cores) does not necessarily result in
higher performance even though there are sufficient parallelism in the applications and
enough shared resources in the system. TSocket converts the thermal constraint into a
power capacity design space, which eliminates the limitations of traditional chip-wide
power budgeting.
Since the proposed nonuniform power model considers the initial temperature of
each core, it can dynamically predict the power capacity of the idle cores as well as the
active cores. Idle cores will have a larger power capacity than active cores since the
initial temperature on them is lower. The TSocket, therefore, can also guide the thread
migrating techniques to obtain higher performance. Note that, the derivation of the
proposed power models is based on homogeneous cores, therefore, TSocket can only be
applied to systems where the core sizes are the same.
4. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we first introduce the model calibration process of TSocket, then we
discuss the feasibility of hardware implementation.
4.1. Model Calibration

The TSocket calibration is completed after the chip is fabricated. The technique presented by Su et al. [2014] can be used to provide accurate chip/core power measurements
with the context of Cache and memory controller. The temperature of the cores can be
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accessed by reading specific registers which are periodically updated by the on-chip
thermal sensors. For the uniform power model, we first measure the power capacity
when all the cores are on with various initial temperatures. The core power capacity at
temperature Tre f is Pa Tre f , and the gradient of the power-capacity/initial-temperature
curve is Ga . Afterwards, we measure the power capacity when only a single core is
active under different temperatures. The core power capacity at temperature Tre f is
Ps Tre f , and the gradient of the power-capacity/initial-temperature curve is Gs . With
these two sets of data, the coefficients C1 , C2 , G1 , and G2 in expression (5) can be derived as: C1 = (Ps Tre f − Pa Tre f )/ ln(N), C2 = Ps Tre f , G1 = (Gs − Ga )/ ln(N), and G2 = Gs .
To improve the accuracy of the model, more power capacity data set can be obtained at
different initial temperatures, active core numbers, and core distributions. The fitting
coefficients can be fine tuned by reducing the total least squares.
For the nonuniform power model, by measuring the power capacity of a single core
with different initial temperatures, α and γ can be extracted from expression (12). The
temperature diffusion parameters β and  can be obtained from expression (10) by measuring the temperature of one core with different input power and initial temperatures
at another core.
The environmental conditions of a system may change slowly during chip operation,
such as ambient temperature and cooling fan speed. To capture the impact of these
changes, a set of fitting parameter can be determined at each typical working conditions, and the system can adopt different parameters based on the environmental
changes.
4.2. Hardware Support

TSocket can be implemented with firmware in chips. Meanwhile, it needs some hardware supports for power budgeting, which includes cores with a large power scaling
range, an interface to control the power of cores, and hardware to calculate the core
power capacity.
Current product processors support a large span of working points, which is the
foundation of power budgeting. In AMD Trinity, there are seven DVFS states, and the
maximum power is about five times of the minimal power [Paul et al. 2013]. There is a
large core configuration space for the performance model to explore to improve performance. The power of the processor is controllable through some interface, such as power
control registers. Taking the AMD chips for example, the processor power is capped under TDP which is recorded in performance registers. These registers are both readable
and writable. TSocket can modify these registers to set the power capacity of the cores.
After TSocket power budgeting techniques selecting the proper core configuration, the
thermal control mechanisms such as BAPM [AMD 2012] and Turbo-Boost [Totem et al.
2012] can do the fine-grained tuning to further exploit thermal headrooms without
thermal violations.
The power capacity calculation in TSocket can be implemented with a little hardware
overhead. The uniform power model comprises addition, multiplication, and logarithm
operations. The logarithm operation can be represented as Taylor’s series which consists of multiplications and additions. The nonuniform power model contains additional
division and exponential operations. The exponential operation can be reduced to multiplication and additions with Taylor expansion as well.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, the experimental setup is described, and then the effectiveness of
TSocket is validated for single program and multiprogram scenarios, respectively.
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5.1. Experimental Setup

The TSocket power capacity model is derived from thermal simulations with
HotSpot [Huang et al. 2006]. We evaluated TSocket on a customized multicore processor
simulated with gem5 [Binkert et al. 2011]. It contains 16 cores, each of which is 4-issue
out-of-order, and has a size of 3.65mm*3.65mm (estimated by McPAT [Li et al. 2009] in
32nm). A distributed banked last level cache (LLC) is shared by all cores. Cache coherence is maintained by an abstract MOESI snooping protocol. DVFS is supported with a
frequency range from 0.6GHz to 1.6GHz, and the frequency step is 0.2GHz [Intel 2004].
The voltage is scaled with the frequency accordingly. PARSEC benchmark [Bhadauria
et al. 2008] is used as the workload with a medium input size. The system can adopt
OpenMP [Dagum and Menon 1998] or packing technique [Cochran et al. 2011] to allocated the threads to cores. The threading technique proposed by Chadha et al. [2012]
is used to change the thread numbers dynamically. For simplicity, only even number of
threads are explored which reduces the design space complexity by half. The execution
traces of the programs are divided into intervals with checkpoints, and about 15 million instructions are executed in each interval. The application running statistics are
loaded in McPAT to generate the power traces. In McPAT, high performance device in
32nm technology is used.
The hardware to compute the power capacity for a given core configuration in a
16 core system is synthesized with an industry 14nm technology. The frequency target
is 1GHz. For the uniform model, the computation takes 17 clock cycles, and the area
cost is only 0.0012mm2 . For the nonuniform model, the computation takes 24 clock
cycles and the area overhead is about 0.02mm2 . The area overhead of the two models is
4-5 orders of magnitude smaller than the die size of mainstream multicore processors,
which is affordable in a real processor design. Since this power capacity calculator
is only active for a very short period in each execution interval, the dynamic power
overhead can be ignored, and the leakage power overhead is 0.46mW and 0.64mW for
uniform and nonuniform models, respectively.
A power management strategy with a static chip-power budget is used as the baseline, as shown in Figure 15(a). As mentioned in Section 3.3, the focus of this article
is the context aware power budgeting model which can be combined with any existing performance-power model for performance improvement. For a fair comparison,
we use an Oracle power-performance model, which knows the relationship between
performance and power in the next execution interval and can always select the configuration with the highest performance under given power budgets. In this case, the
performance difference between the baseline and TSocket is solely determined by the
power budgeting strategies. Thermal throttling mechanism is applied in both TSocket
and the baseline to manage thermal violations. The core temperatures at the end of
the previous interval are used as the initial temperatures to predict the power capacity for the current interval. These temperatures from the previous interval are also
used as the initial temperature in the HotSpot simulation to generate the temperature
traces to check the thermal conditions. If the temperature of any core exceeds the limit,
the working frequency is cut down in the next execution interval to reduce the chip
temperature [Paul et al. 2013].
5.2. Single Program Scenario

In this section, we apply a single PARSEC application to the customized multicore
system, and compare the performance between the baseline and TSocket. The initial
power budget of baseline is set to 96W, which is the TDP of the processor and is obtained
from HotSpot simulations (the highest power without thermal violations when all cores
are active). For simplicity, the uniform power model is used in TSocket. It is shown that
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Fig. 16. Execution traces: Baseline vs. TSocket.

TSocket not only avoids thermal violation, but also provides additional power budget
in some cases.
5.2.1. Thermal Violation Mitigation. The execution traces of blackschole with TSocket
power budgeting (TSocket) and baseline power budgeting (Baseline) are shown in
Figure 16(a), including threading strategy (thread number), working frequency, power,
peak temperature, and throughput. The X axis is the execution intervals. As shown
in the figure, the baseline selects the configuration with six active cores and 1.6GHz
working frequency. Although the baseline seems to find a better solution with larger
throughput, thermal violations continuously occur. The thermal throttling triggered by
these violations introduces performance penalty, and overall leads to a low throughput.
Thermal violations not only hurt the performance but also reduce the reliability of the
processor. With a safer power capacity model, TSocket avoids thermal violations and
results in a higher overall throughput.
5.2.2. Additional Power Budget Sniffing. The executed traces of bodytrack are shown in
Figure 16(b). TSocket and Baseline select different threading strategies and core configurations. With an accurate power capacity model, TSocket safely identifies additional
power budget during run-time. As shown in the figure, although the chip-wide power
of TSocket is larger than the chip power limit in some execution intervals, the temperature traces of TSocket always remain in a safe region. The additional power budget
identified by TSocket can be used to improve the performance.
5.2.3. Performance Improvement. The comparisons between the baseline and TSocket for
other applications in the PARSEC benchmark are shown in Figure 17. As discussed in
previous sections, TSocket has two advantages over the baseline. (1) Determine a safer
power budgeting scheme. This advantage often occurs in scenarios when the applications are frequency sensitive. Applications with high frequency sensitivity are likely to
select configurations with higher frequency and fewer threads. Without the guidance
of TSocket, these applications may easily incur thermal violations, since with fewer
cores, the core power tends to exceed the affordable core power capacity although the
chip power is below the chip power limit. (2) Sniff more power budget which can be
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Fig. 17. Performance comparison: Baseline vs. TSocket.

used for performance improvement. This advantage often occurs in scenarios when the
applications are both frequency sensitive and thread sensitive. In these cases, TSocket
can offer more power budget which results in higher performance, such as the execution
phases of fluidanimate. There are also some phases, such as interval 42 in ferret, that
TSocket performs slightly worse than the baseline. The reason is that TSocket makes
conservative estimation about the power capacity which aims to ensure thermal constraints in a long time period. Sometimes a short period of power overshoot does not
incur thermal violations. Overall, TSocket is effective, which avoids thermal violations
and achieves 19% of performance improvement in average.
5.3. Multiprogram Scenario

It is common that multiple programs are executed in a processor simultaneously. In
this case, the power and temperature of the cores can be different, and the nonuniform
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power model is needed. To verify the superiority of TSocket for multiprogram scenario,
we run two applications simultaneously in the system. Considering the high implementation cost of per-core DVFS, we adopted a cluster-level DVFS. Each cluster is composed
of four cores, and the cores within the cluster have the same voltage and frequency.
The threads in the same program have the same power state, while the threads in the
other program can use a different power state. In addition to the baseline where power
budgeting is performed under a fixed power budget, Turbo-boost [Totem et al. 2012]
is also implemented and compared with TSocket. Similar to the single-program scenario, an Oracle performance strategy is used. For Turbo-boost, the number of threads
assigned to the two programs are fixed during the execution (the average thread number of all the intervals from TSocket is used), and the configuration with the highest
performance without thermal violation is selected. In this case, all the thermal headroom is utilized which represents the ideal status of Turbo-boost. For the multiprogram
runs, the optimization target is the aggregate performance of the two programs in each
interval.
The comparison of the temperature, power, and throughput between different budgeting methods is shown in Figure 18 for four different program combinations. As
shown in the figure, thermal violations occurs multiple times in the baseline and
thermal throttling is triggered, resulting performance loss. Both the power and the
performance are significantly reduced in the intervals following the thermal violations, and the corresponding temperatures are decreased as expected. For TSocket,
although the power exceeds the TDP in some intervals, the temperature is well below
the temperature limit. The overall performance improvement is about 4%–11% for the
example programs by using the power capacity from TSocket as compared to TDP in
the baseline. In Turbo-boost, the power can also be greater than TDP without thermal
violations. However, due to the lack of ability to dynamically change the thread numbers, it has the poorest performance of the three power budgeting mechanisms and
TSocket outperforms Turbo-boost by about 14%–22% for the example programs.
With the TSocket power budgeting, the normalized core power and the peak core
temperature for an example two-program execution are shown in Figure 19. As shown
in the figure, both the power and temperature of the cores are different for the two
programs, therefore, the nonuniform power model is necessary for multiprogram scenarios. In general, the performance improvement in multiprogram scenario is less
compared with the single program scenario. For single program, the application has a
larger design spaces (up to 16 cores) to explore for the performance. While for multiprogram, the core resources are shared among applications, and the core cluster (4 cores)
structure assumed in this article further reduces the design spaces. The benefit on the
performance improvement therefore is less than the single program scenario.
It can be seen from Figure 18 that the power trace of the TSocket exhibits an oscillation behavior. This behavior happens because the Oracle performance model used
in the experiment is a local optimization model, that is, it only tries to enhance the
performance of current interval under the power budget rather than optimizing the
performance of the whole run time. The core configuration of an interval not only
determines the performance of the current interval, but also affect the performance
of the following intervals through the temperature-power interaction. When the system boosts the performance in one interval, it usually results in higher power and
higher temperature. Since the power model of TSocket is conservative to avoid thermal
violations, especially when the chip temperature is high, it will provide a relatively
low power capacity for the next interval. The performance, power, and temperature
of the next interval will be lowered and enable a higher power capacity in the following interval, forming an oscillation. To avoid this oscillation, the performance model
can be improved such that it will consider the impact of the current interval on the
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Fig. 18. Comparison between TSocket, Baseline, and Turbo-boost for multiprogram scenario. The performance improvements of TSocket over Baseline are: bodytrack/streamcluster (9.5%), bodytrack/freqmine
(11.1%), streamcluster/x264 (5.3%), and streamcluster/freqmine (4.3%). The performance improvement
of TScocket over the Turbo-boost are bodytrack/streamcluster (16.3%), bodytrack/freqmine (13.8%),
streamcluster/x264 (22.3%), and streamcluster/freqmine (15.1%).

downstream intervals, and make a tradeoff to improve the overall performance. For
example, if a program has some phases with low frequency sensitivity followed by some
phases with high frequency sensitivity, the power-budgeting can intentionally allocate
less power to the cores at the beginning to lower the core temperatures with minor
performance impact. When the program enters the high frequency sensitive phases,
a higher power capacity can be obtained due to the low chip temperature, which can
be used to boost the performance more efficiently. The exploration of this run-time
performance optimization model however is out of the scope of this article and is not
discussed here.
6. CONCLUSIONS

As technology scales, power delivery capacity and thermal implications have become
the primary design constraints for future multicore design. It is important to maintain high performance without violating thermal limitations. We propose a power
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Fig. 19. The core power and temperature of different programs with TSocket.

budgeting framework, TSocket, which can bridge the thermal and power implications.
With the assistance of TSocket, the power performance model can choose the proper
core configuration to increase the performance while avoiding thermal violations. Experimental results show that the TSocket is effective at thermal violation mitigation
and sniffing extra power budget, leading to a throughput improvement of 19% on average for PARSEC benchmark in single program scenario. TSocket can also be applied
to multiprogram scenario, and performance improvement up to 11% is demonstrated.
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